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Some applications of the Birman-Schwinger
principle

By Martin Klaus1)2) Institut für Theoretische Physik der
Universität Zürich, Schönberggasse 9, CH-8001 Zürich

(12. XII. 1981; rev. 4. III. 1982)

Abstract. We discuss applications of the Birman-Schwinger principle to eigenvalue problems of
operators of the form A+XB (A, B self-adjoint, AsR). In particular, we prove some general
theorems about existence and threshold behavior of eigenvalues and investigate some special cases in
more detail: the threshold behavior of H0+V + \W, periodic Hamiltonians under perturbation and
potentials like sin x/x.

1. Introduction

In this paper we study spectral properties of operators which are of the form
A + \B, with A, B self-adjoint (B being A-compact, say) and A. e IR being a

varying coupling constant. Our main tool will be the so-called Birman-Schwinger
principle. We have selected a few sample problems which are intended to
illustrate different aspects of the method and show what it is good for. We will be
looking into problems which are not so widely known, referring the reader to the
literature (e.g. [5] and references therein) for an account of other applications
(like e.g. the estimates on the number of bound states).

In Section 2 we prove some general results on the behavior of the
eigenvalues of A + r\B which lie in a spectral gap of A. We prove existence of
eigenvalues in the gap (Theorem (2.2)) and investigate the threshold behavior
(Theorem (2.4)). These results will be of use in the subsequent sections.

In Section 3 we discuss the low energy limit of the resolvent of -d2/dx2+ V
and use the results to study the threshold behavior of -d2fdx2+V + kW. We see
that one dimension is fairly complicated.

Section 4 deals with the Hamiltonian -d2fdx2 + i\Vp + trW where Vp is

periodic and W short range and negative, say. As A 1 0, the gaps disappear, but as

we shall see, there is always at least one eigenvalue in any given gap, provided tr
goes to 0 not slower than c • |ln A.|_1 (c>0).

The last section is devoted to the Hamiltonian —d2/dx2 + A. sin x/x. We show
how one can decide the finiteness or infinitude of the number of negative
eigenvalues with the help of a Birman-Schwinger principle. We would like to
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thank the Institute for Theoretical Physics at the University of Zürich for its kind
hospitality during this work would like to thank Prof. G. Scharf for making our
stay at Zürich possible. We are also indebted to Prof. W. Amrein for some useful
remarks concerning this paper.

2. The Birman-Schwinger principle and some general results

2.1. The Birman-Schwinger principle

Let A and B be two self-adjoint operators and B be relatively A-compact
(then (Tess(A + B) trsss(A)). Suppose that A has a gap in the spectrum, i.e. there
exist numbers a and b such that a<b, (a,b)ep(A) and a, betr(A). Consider the
eigenvalue problem

(A+B)dj Edj, Ee(a,b) (2.1)

Let B U \B\ be the polar decomposition of B and let (B1/2= U \B\X'2)

KB \B \X/2(A -E)-XBll2, (1.1)

be the so-called Birman-Schwinger kernel, for in applications KE has an integral
kernel. KE is compact, the Birman-Schwinger principle says: A + B has eigenvalue

E with multiplicity m if and only if KE has eigenvalue —1 with geometric
multiplicity m.

To see this note that if i/. satisfies (2.1) then / |.B|1/2i^ obeys KEf —f, and,
conversely, if / satisfies the latter equation, then dj (A-E)~xBxl2f obeys (2.1).
Since the kernels of these two transformations on the eigenspaces spanned by the
(/.'s and /'s, respectively, are trivial, the assertion about the multiplicities follows.
If A -A and B V (or, more generally, if A is semibounded from below, say)
and E<0 (E<inf tr(A)), one knows that the geometric and algebraic multiplicities

of the nonzero eigenvalues of KE are equal and that KE is isospectral to
(A-E)1I2B(A-E)-112, which is self-adjoint [7]. (If cr(A)\{0} o-(B)\{0} we say
that A and B are isospectral). However, in a gap situation multiplicities are
important. The following example shows what can happen. Let

-n -G-Î)
The two eigenvalues of A+XB, Ae[0,°°) are

E±(A) è(l±(l-4A + 8A2)1/2)

and both have a "turning point" at A \, i.e. E±(l) \(1 ±|V2). KE takes the form

1-EI
which has eigenvalues -|E"1(1-E)"1(1±(8E2-8E + 1)1/2). Both eigenvalues are
real if either 0 < E < E_ or E+ < E < 1. They coalesce at E E± and are complex
for Ee(E_, E+). At E E± the algebraic multiplicity is 1 but the geometric
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multiplicity is 1. Obviously, if B is either positive or negative, KE is self-adjoint
and, as we shall see shortly, there are no turning points. What still can happen is
that an eigenvalue of A + AB converges to a limit in the gap as A | °°. For
example, take A as above and

B Gì)
Then Bs*0 and the eigenvalue that emanates from 0 is A+|-|(1 + 4A2)1/2,

converging to \ as A \ oo. The kernel KE is equal to (l-.E)_1(l-5li_1)B and has
eigenvalue 0 for all E e (0,1), and another eigenvalue at (IE - 1)/E(1 - E), which
is negative (positive) for E<§ (E>|). At E E(oo) i, KE 0\

Moreover, we have the elementary

Lemma (2.1). Suppose thatB >0 (B =£0). Then the nonzero eigenvalues of KE
are strictly monotone increasing (decreasing).

Proof. If B=*0, then (dldE)KE \B\V2(A-E)-2)\B\ll2^0 (O,ifB«0)
which, along with analyticity in E (or by perturbation theory) implies the
result. ¦

The following result was found in response to a question of Mr. Hinz
(Munich): Suppose A -d2fdx2+periodic potential, B V=s0, another smooth
potential of compact support, say. Does for some A eIR, the operator A + AB have
an eigenvalue in any preassigned gap? The answer is 'yes' and contained in

Theorem (2.2). Suppose B ^ 0 or B s£ 0, B j= 0. Let

S={Ee(a,b)\Erta(A + XB) for any AelR}

Then S is either empty or a single point.

Proof. EeS€>KE=0. Suppose that Eu E2 (Ex<E2) are two points in S. If
Bs*0, then by Lemma (2.1), .Ke has no positive eigenvalues for a <E^E2, and
no negative eigenvalues for Ex =sE < ib. Hence KE 0 for E e (Ex, E2). Therefore,
on (Ex,E2), (d/dE)KE=0, implying (A-B)"1 |B|1/2 0. But Ker (A -E)~x {0}
and B^O. Thus we arrived at a contradiction. A similar argument works if
B^O. ¦
2.2. Threshold behavior of operators with spectral gap

We continue to study the operator A + AB under the general assumptions
made at the beginning of the last section. As A varies the number of eigenvalues
in the spectral gap (a, b) of A will change, since eigenvalues may leave or enter
the gap at its endpoints. If A A0 is such that we can find an eigenvalue E(A) of
A + AB with the property that E(A) \ b as A j A0 (or A t A0) we call A0 coupling
constant threshold (c.c. threshold). Conversely, as A fA0+e (A |A0-e) a new
eigenvalue (or possibly more than one) enters the gap at b. Of course, there is
nothing special about the point b, we could have taken a as well. By 'threshold
behavior' we mean the behavior of -E(A) as a function of A. We are going to prove
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some general facts about such threshold situations. Let EA(A) denote the spectral
projection of A associated with the interval A. Moreover, without loss we may
assume Ao 0. Then we have

Lemma (2.3). Suppose B^O (B^O). Then

(i) A 0 is a c.c. threshold of A + AB ^||Ke|| is unbounded as E f b

(ii) If ILK-.!! stays bounded as E f b, then S-limE tb KE =Kb exists.
(iii) Kb compactsKE —» Kb in norm.
(iv) If dimE,ab)(A + AB) oo for some A At>0 then dim Elasb)(A + AB)

oo for all A>Aj.
(v) Kb compactOdimE(ab)(A + AB)<oo for all A>0.
(vi) Suppose A=0 is not a c.c. threshold and dimE(ab)(A+AB)<oo for all

A > 0. Then Kb is compact.
(vii) Kb exists and is not compact OÀ =0 is not a c.c. threshold and there exists

A*>0 such that dimE(ab)(A + AB) oo for A>A* and
dimE(a,b)(A + AB)<oo for A<A*'.

Proof, (i) => As E t b the positive part of the spectrum of KE stays bounded
(Lemma (2.1)). If A =0 is to be a c.c. threshold it is necessary that trE
inf tr(KE) -» -oo as E î b. But aE -||1CE|| for E close to b proving the result.

<ta=If ||XE|| blows up, trE —» —oo, i.e. A<rE -1 is an implicit equation for E(A).

(ii) This follows from the montonicity of KE in conjunction with Theorem
(3.3) in ([6], p. 454).

(iii) =>By Theorem (3.5) ([6], p. 455). 4^-Kb is compact, so KE—>Kb in
norm implies that Kb is compact.

(iv) From the Birman-Schwinger principle along with analyticity and
monotonicity of KE, it follows that dim E,a_b)(A + AXB) °o if and only if
dim E(_0O_1)(A1KE) —» oo as E f b. This proves (iv) if we note that
dimE(_00__1)(AKE)3=dimE(_00j_1)(A1KE) for A 5= Aj.

(v) This follows from the inequality dimE(ab)(A + AB)^dimE(_0O_1)(AJlCb)
which is a consequence of the Birman-Schwinger principle and Lemma
(2.1).

(vi) By (i) Kb exists. Suppose there exists a>0, a<=tress(Kb). Then
dimE(a_eci+B)(Kb) co for any e>0. Hence dimE(c,_e)00)(KE) oo, for
KE 2s Kb. This contradicts the compactness of KE. Now suppose that
a<0, aecress(Kb). Then dimE,a.e_a+E)(KE)^^ as E\ b. Let A1

-(e+a) 1 (assuming e<-a). Then dim £(__„__ 1)(A1 KE)—»oo as E f b,

or dimE(a?b)(A + A, B) oo, contrary to our assumption. Hence
o~es&(Kb) ql>, i.e. Kb is compact,

(vii) =>Kb can only exist if \\KB\\ stays bounded as E f b. Hence A 0 is not a
c.c. threshold.

By (iv) and since Kb is not compact we have that dim E(ab)(A +AB) oo for
some A > 0. Define A* to be the infimum over all such A. Then A* > 0, for A 0 is
not a c.c. threshold. Appealing to (iv) completes the proof.

<=taKt exists and is not compact on account of (i) and (v). ¦
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The threshold behavior is described in

Theorem (2.4). Suppose B^O (B40). Then we have
(i) Suppose A 0 is a threshold. Then b is not eigenvalue of A<->all eigen¬

values E;(A) which are absorbed at A =0 obey (Ei(\) — b)/\. —>0.

(ii) b is eigenvalue of A with eigenprojection P, and dim E^^q^PBP) m
(m-sl)<ta=>/or small enough A we can find exactly m eigenvalues E;(A)
(i 1... m) of A + AB obeying Et(k) e(b — CxK b — c2A) for suitable positive

constants cl7 c2 (c2< Cx). Ifm l, then (-Ej(A) - b)/\ —» (/, Bf) where f
(||/|| 1) satisfies Pf f.

Remark. 1. This theorem is an extension of a theorem of B. Simon [8]. Our
proof is based entirely on the Birman-Schwinger principle, a possibility that has
already been conjectured in [8]. 2. In (ii), besides the m eigenvalues of 0(A), there
may be other eigenvalues of o(A) that also converge to b.

Proof. Pick S > 0 and write

KE -\B\XI2P(A-ETX \B\x'2-\B\x'2E(b,b+s)(A)(A-ETx \B\X'2

-|B|1/2E[b+8,0O)(A)(A-E)-1 iBr-lBrE^MXA-E)-1 |B|1/2
(2.3)

The first term on the r.h.s. of (2.3) equals

-^|B|1/2P|B|1/2

which is isospectral to

— P\B\P —^—PBP (2.4)
b-E ' b-E

The norm of the second term is bounded by

^|||B|1/2E(b,b+8)(A)|B|1/2||

As 8 I 0, E(bb+s)(A)-+0 strongly, and, since B is A-compact,

|| |B|1/2E(b,b+8)(A) |B|1/2|| ||E(b,b+s)(A)BE(b,b+8)(A)||

||E(b;b+8)(A)(A + i)(A + i)-1BE(b,b+8)(A)||

goes to zero also. The third and forth term remain bounded in norm as E y b.
Thus the norm of the sum of the last three terms on the right side of (2.3) is, for
any e > 0, less than

"
:+ce (2.5)b-E

where ce is a suitable constant which may blow up as e 10.

(i) =>by (2.5) and (2.3), since P 0. Conversely, if not all eigenvalues are
0(A), P^=0 and b must be eigenvalue of A.
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(ii) In order to describe the spectrum of KE we write KE
(fc-E)-1(-|B|1/2P|B|1/2 + RE) and infer from (2.5) that ||-RE||-+0 as

E \ b. Thus by standard eigenvalue perturbation theory [5], [6], the
spectrum of KE splits up into two parts as E approaches b. One part,
consisting of exactly m eigenvalues, is contained in an interval of the
form (-Cx(b-E)~x, -c2(fc-E)~1) where ct, c2 are suitable positive
constants and cx>c2. The other part of the spectrum is confined to a
region {z | |z|<ft(E)} where h(E)>0 and (b-E)h(E)-^0 as E f b. If
(b - E)h(È) < c2, i.e. if E is sufficiently close to b, the two parts are
separated.

Letting E2(k) b — c2\ and looking at the spectrum of AKE we observe that
h-KE*w has exactly m eigenvalues in (—Cx/c2, —1) while the rest of the spectrum
lies above -A7i(Ef(A)) where AJi(Ef(A)) k(b-Et(r\))'1(b-Et(k))h(Ef(\))
c2x(b-Et().))h(EÌ(\))-^0 as A^O. Similarly, putting E?(A) b-ClA we see
that AKEÎ(X) has exactly m eigenvalues in (—1, —c2fcx). With the aid of Lemma
(2.1) we now conclude that, if we follow the eigenvalues of AKE as E increases
from E*(A) to E*(A) (A held fixed), exactly m eigenvalues must pass through the
value -1. If this happens at points E Ej(A) (i 1... m), then, by the Birman-
Schwinger principle, Ej(A) is eigenvalue of A + AB. Moreover, E;(A)e
(E*(X.),E2(\)) (b-Cxr\,b-c2\). If m l, then AKE has a negative eigenvalue
obeying A(b-E)_1(/,B/) + 0((b-E)_1) which translates into the result that A +
AB has eigenvalue EX(A) obeying EX(A) b + A(/, (B/) + 0(A). Thus all conclusions
of part (ii) of Theorem (2.4) are established. ¦

The reason for Remark 2 to Theorem (2.4) is the following: Any further
eigenvalue, call it Em+1(À), of A + AB must be such that AJt(Em+1(A))>l. The
aforementioned properties of h(E) immediately imply then that b—Em+xW-
o(A).

Theorem (2.4) also holds for general B. In fact, we have

Theorem (2.5). If in Theorem (2.4) the restriction B^O is dropped, then (i)
and (ii) hold.

Proof. We have to find a substitute for (2.2). This will be done by 'reducing
the problem to one band', as it is familiar from solid state physics. Let P+
E[b,00)(A)(P_=l-P+ E(_ta0>o](A)) and set A± P±AP±. Multiply the equation
(A + \B)dj Etf. on both sides by P+ and P_, to get

(A+ + AP+BP+ + AP+BP_)«/.=EP+t/. (2.6)

A_ + AP_BP+ + AP_BP_) dj EP^dj (2.7)

Now solve (2.7) for P_t/., obtaining

P^dj -(A +AP_BP_-E)^KP-BP+dj (2.8)

Plugging this into (2.6) and solving for tf>=P+\f/, yields

(A+ + AP+BP+ - A2P+BP_ (A_ + AP_BP_ - E)xP-BP+)<t> Etf> (2.9)
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We can now reformulate (2.9) in terms of the Birman-Schwinger kernel

KE (A+ - E)"1/2(-AP+BP+ + A2P+BP_

x (A_ + AP BP_ -E)1P_BP+)(A+ - E)'1'2 (2.10)

to the effect that (2.9) holds if and only if KE has eigenvalue 1 (and multiplicities
are equal). Also, if for an eigenfunction we had P+if/ 0 then (A_ + AP_B)i/. Etp
with Pta_i/» j/.. But if A is sufficiently small, and E near b, this is impossible (except
if P_t|» 0, so -A 0). This means that the familiar relation between the eigenvalue
problem (A+\B)dj Edj and the kernel KE is also valid. Now (2.10) can be
treated in the same way as (2.3), by inserting Elbb+S), etc. In addition, we use the
fact that one term in (2.10) is 0(A2) while the dominant term is 0(A). Also
(A_ + AP BP_-E)_1 remains bounded as E | ft. Now, if (i) holds, the right hand
side of (2.10) is bounded by e • A0((ò-E)"1)(c1 + Ac2), and if (ii) holds, there exist
m eigenvalues of order A • 0((b-EYx). This proves the Theorem. ¦
We end this section with a lemma which will be useful in Section 4.

Lemma (2.6). Suppose that B =£ 0 and that E e (a, b) is such that
E£cr(A+\B) for all O^A^l. Then

(A-E)-X^(A+B-E)-X

Proof. By assumption on E and the Birman-Schwinger principle, |B|1/2 (A -
E)~x |B|1/2<1. Upon writing

(A+B -E)-1 (A-E)-X + (A-E)-X \B\112

xd-lBl^A-E)"1 IBI1'2)"1 IBI^A-E)-1
the result follows. ¦

Remark. The condition that B be A-compact can be relaxed. See [18], [19].

3. -d2fdx2+ V under perturbation

In this section we study the low energy behavior of the resolvent of
H H0+ V, and say something about the threshold properties of H0+V+ AW.
This work was motivated by a question of G. Scharf, who pointed out that the
study of thresholds of H0+ V+AW would be relevant to the stability probelm of
solutions of the Korteweg-de Vries equation. Again, properties of some Birman-
Schwinger kernel will play an important role. The type of kernels involved will
belong to the class referred to in Lemma (2.3)(i). We begin with some notation.
Let

Ka \V\1'2(H0 + tx2)-xV1'2 (3.1)

(V1/2 |V|1/2sgn V,H0 -d2/dx2) which has the kernel

iUx, y) (2a)"11 V(x)|1/2e"a|x-yl V(y)1/2 (3.2)
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Then Ka=Lcl + Ma, where

LJx, y) (la)-11V(x)|1/2V(y)1/2 (3.3)

Ma(x, y) (la)~1 |V(x)|1/2(e-a|x-yl-l)V(y)1/2 (3.4)

-i|V(x)|1/2|x-y| V(y)1/2

+ ^|V(x)|1/2(x-y)2V(y)1/2 + 0(a2)

M0 + aM^ + 0(a2) (3.5)

If d=$ V(x)dx=£0, we set

La=^-L (3.6)
2a

so that L2 L. Let Q 1 -L.
If d 0, the analysis becomes more complicated. We give a few details in an

appendix. Throughout this section we assume dj=0 and VeC^(lR). Of course,
local singularities could be handled easily. A fall-off condition like J|V(x)|(l +
|x|) dx <oo would suffice to prove the main results, except where a series appears
and one needs exponential fall-off to have all terms finite. See the remarks at the
end of this section for a subtlety in case we merely require J|V(x)| (l + |x|) dx<oo.

In this section, an operator H H0 + V is said to be critical if A 1 is a c.c.
threshold of H0+AV. We emphasize that the threshold eigenvalue appears as
A f 1 + e and never as A [ l-e [5, p. 79].

As a first result we have

Theorem (3.1). The following statements are equivalent:

(i) H H0 + V is critical
(ii) There exists a unique t/.eL°° such that Hifj 0.
(iii) There exists f so that QM0Qf —/ (and the nonzero eigenvalues of QM0Q

are simple, so f is unique).
(iv) The integral equation iff(x) 1 +.H. (x — t)V(t)if/(t) dt has a L°°-solution, or

equivalently, has a solution obeying (V, t/<) 0.

Remarks. 1. If d 0, a similar theorem holds, but Q changes (Appendix).
2. For related results see Deift-Trubowitz [14], Simon [15] and [16]. In particular
we added (iv) in order to establish the equivalence with the results of Deift-
Turbowitz. Note that (iii) is self-contained, whereas (iv) involves subsidiary
conditions on V and if/. 3. A Birman-Schwinger kernel of the type considered
here also appears in Klaus-Simon [17] in the two dimensional case, but our
analysis here is different.

Concerning the threshold behavior of H0+ V + AW we have

Theorem (3.2). Suppose that H0 + V is critical and that dj e L°° solves Hdj 0.
Then, if

f Wdj2dx<0 (3.7)
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the operator H0+ V+AW, A 3=0, has c.c. threshold A =0, and a unique threshold
eigenvalue E(A), obeying

E(A) -A2r/r^f/f)2_ + 0(A3) (3.8)
(iK+°o)2+»M-oo)2)2

where -M±0°) limx^.±0O i^(x). Moreover, E(A) is analytic at A 0. J/ J Wt/r2 dx >0,
A 0 is not a c.c. threshold. If J Wifj2 dx 0 and supp W iies between two
consecutive zeros of dj, then there exists a bound state near zero for all small enough
A (positive and negative).

The following expansion of the resolvent of Kj, is crucial

Lemma (3.3).

(Ka-z)~1 Q(QM0Q-zTxQ+ £ a"B(n;z) (3.9)
n X

where

B(l;z)=~-hQM0Q-z)-xQM0L + (QM0Q-z)-1(-QM^1)Q
d a

+j QM0LM0Q)(QM0Q-z)-1-jLM0Q(QM0Q-z)-1Q (3.10)
d a

and the series converges in norm for a small, and, with respect to z, uniformly on
compact subsets of p(QM0Q).

Proof. By applying the formula (B + C)'1 (1 + B~1C)~1B1 three times, first
with B=trL-z (using (trL -z)~x (tr- zYxL - z_1 Q), then with B
l-z_1QMŒL (using B X l-B) and finally with B l-z'xQMccQ, we get
(tr dfla)

(Ka-zrx (aL+Ma-zr1

(l +DJ-(l-^)-1(l+^)(-^-f) (3.11)

where

LQ^y/^Q^LM)\ z I \tr-z z(tr — z) 1

We observe that ||D„|| 0(<r~1) 0(a), so that (3.11) can be further expanded. It is
obvious, that we get a norm convergent series in powers of a. That's how we got
(3.9). In particular, as a I 0, the r.h.s. of (3.11) tends to

Q(QM0Q-z)1Q (3.13)

in norm, uniformly for z in compact subsets of p(QM0Q). ¦
Proof of Theorem (3.1). (i)=>(ii) If H is critical, then H0 + (l + e)V has (at

least) one negative bound state which is absorbed as e 10. Equivalently, (1 + s)Ka
has eigenvalue —1 for some ct=a(e), and a(e)i0 as e 4 0. Thus -K,^,,) has
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eigenvalue -(1 + e)1 or, equivalently, (.K„(e) —z)-1 has eigenvalue (-(1 + e)-1-
z)_1 where z is any number with Imz^O. As e lO, this eigenvalue tends to
(— 1-z)-1 which, by Lemma (3.3), must then be an eigenvalue of Q(QM0Q —

z)~xQ. This is the same as saying that QM0Q has eigenvalue —1. That —1 is a
simple eigenvalue (and therefore exactly one bound state is absorbed as e i 0) will
be shown at the end of the entire proof. Furthermore, an explicit expression for
the corresponding eigenfunction will be given when we prove (ii)=> (iii). To
establish (iii)=>(i) we observe that QM0Q having eigenvalue -1 implies that Ktx
has eigenvalue p,(d), such that (p(a) - z)~x —» (—1 - z)_1 as a J, 0, i.e. (x(a) —*¦ —1.

In the usual way, the equation \p(a) — 1 determines a(A) and thus the
threshold eigenvalue E(A) -a2(A).

(iii)=>(ii). Let / obey QM0Qf -f and let g -|J |x-y| V(y)1/2/(y) dy.
Then g" -V1/2f V1/2QM0Qf VV2M0Qf-(V/d)(Vx'2, M0Qf) V1/2M0f-
(Vld)(V112, M0f) Vg-(V/d)(Vx'2, M0f). Let if, g-d-\Vx'2,M0f). Then if,"
Vifj and i/>eL°°, for geL°° by inspection, limx_*±„ g(x) ±|(y, V1/2f). We used
that Q/ / implies (V1/2,/) 0. Clearly, dj is unique.

(ii)=>(iii). Given dj let f=\V\ll2dj. Then Jü„ Vdjdx di'tœ 0, and (V1/2,/)
0, i.e. Q/ /. Define g as above. Then g" =—Vifi =—ip" from which we infer
that g= — dj + CxX + c2. Since geL°° and t/.eL°°, we get Cx 0. Moreover,
(V, g) dc2. Thus QM0/ M0/-d-11V|1/2(V1/2,M0/) \V\1/2g-\V\1'2d~1(V, g)
\v\1/2(-dj) -f.

(iii)4>(iv). It follows from the définition of g and (V1/2,f) 0 that g(x)
g(+00) + ^U-y)V(y)1/2/(y)dy. But g -i^ + c2 and V1/2f=Vif,, so that the
assertion is proved (with i/»(oo) 1).

(iv)O(ii) is well known.

It remains to show that QM0Q has only simple nonzero eigenvalues. This, in
turn, rules out the possibility of a simultaneous absorption of more than an
eigenvalue at some c.c. threshold. If QM0Q had eigenvalue —1 with algebraic
multiplicity m s* 1, then .K,^ would have m eigenvalues converging to -1 as e | 0,
or, equivalently, H0 + (l + e)V would have m eigenvalues converging to 0.
Assume suppVç(a, b) and let if,B(x)(e^0) denote the unique solution of
(H0 + (l + e)V)ifte =0 obeying djB(x) 1 for x<a. The number of zeros of ifje(x)
equals the number of bound states of H0 + (l + e)V ([16], Lemma (2.3)).
Moreover, t/r0 is constant for x>b ([16], Lemma (2.4)) and i(,e(x) is linear there,
and thus can vanish at most once in (b, oo). As a function of e, iffs(x) is uniformly
continuous on compact x-intervals. This implies that for sufficiently small e>0
iffe(x) can have at most one zero more than «fe(x). Hence m 1. ¦

In the proof of Theorem (3.2) we will study the Birman-Schwinger kernel

IWl^Ho+V+a2)-^1'2 (3.14)

which can be expanded as

IWr^Ho + a^-'W^-IWl^Ho + aV^^l + K^rMvr^Ho + a2)-^1'2
(3.15)

If H0+V is critical there exists an eigenvalue /x(a) of Ka approaching —1 as

a I 0. Call its spectral projection P(a). Thus (1+Ka)~x diverges, and we want to
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know how. To this end, we have to recall another important property of K^,
namely, that it has a 'unique large eigenvalue' denoted by p.x(a) such that
p.x(a) d/2a+Q(l) for a small (see e.g. [3, Lemma 4]). Let Px(a) denote its
spectral projection, and let P2(ct) 1-Pj(a)-P(a). Then we can write

(Ka + l)~x= Plif +_^L+(Katafl)-ip2(a). (3.16)
/x1(a) + l /x(a) + l

By (3.9) (-K« - z)~x -* Q(QM0Q - z)~xQ in norm as a 1 0. Thus norm lim P(a)
P(0) P (a 10) exists. We can even find an explicit representation for P:
P—ZttsgnVO/^XtsgnV)/,/)-1 where / obeys QM0Qf -f, ((sgnV)/,/)
(Vdj, dj)<0 with ift obeying (H0+V)if, 0. To see this note that P must be of the
form f(g, •). Moreover, [P, QMoQ] 0 leads us to (QM0Q)*g -g. Since
(QM0Q)* UQM0QU where U sgn V is unitary we deduce g (/, Uf)'1 ¦ Uf.
For a small we have the expansions

Lemma (3.4).

(a)

2a
Px(a) L+— (LM0Q + QMoL) + 0(a2)

a

Px(a) dlltx +0(1) (3.17)
(b)

2a
P(a) P—-(PMoL+LM0P +terms of the form P • • • P)

d

+ a2(-^-LM0PM0L + ---j + 0(a3) (3.18)

ft(a) -l-ca+0(a2)
where

c=i((x, V1/2/)2+-£(V1'2,M0/)2) • (sgn Vf,/r1 (3.19)

(c)

(1 + Ka)-1P2(a) -* (1 + Q^MoQ,)"1 Q2 + 0(a) (3.20)

and Ql Q2, Q2L LQ2 0, Q2P PQ2 0.

Proof, (a) (d/la)L + Mol (d/la)(L + (lald)Mcl) and we may write

i,i(«)=^-r f(z-L-(2a/d)Mj-xdz,

integrating around a small circle about the point 1. The result now follows by
expanding the resolvent. Note that we cannot simply integrate (3.11), for z was
supposed to be fixed there.

(b) Here we may integrate (3.11) around a circle about the point —1. The
coefficient c follows from first order perturbation theory applied to the eigenvalue
(p(a)-z)-1 of (Ka-z)-\
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(c) By using a contour integral surrounding all other eigenvalues except p.x
and p. ¦

Armed with these expansions we return to (3.15) and plug them in.
Obviously, the L and M operators contained in (H0 + a2)-1 will hit the various P, Q
and L terms contained in (.K^ +1)"1, and there will be lots of cancellations. For
example, the singularity in |W|1/2(H0 + a2)_1V1/2 is cancelled out by the L-term
in Pi(a) L +.... We spare the reader further details. One finds four rank one
terms of 0(a_1) (a-1 is in agreement with the fact that the threshold eigenvalue of
H0 + (l + e)V goes like e2) which sum up to one such term, namely

\W\ll2(H0+V + a2)-xWX12

where c c(sgn Vf, /), and h(x) J|x —y| V1/2(y)g(y) dy. It follows from the
relations derived in the proof of Theorem (3.1) that h-(V,h)/d ift, and that
c=K«K+00)2 + <M-°0)2)- To see this, note that h -2g, dj (oo) + ./.(-oo)
(4/d)(Vx,2,M0f), and i>(«)-^(-«0 2(x, V1/2f). Of course if, solves (H0+ V)ifj
0.

Proof of Theorem (3.2). (3.8) follows from (3.21), and analyticity can be
proved as in the V 0 case, by writing down an implicit [17] equation for E(A).
This proves the first two parts of the theorem. Now suppose that J Wiff2 dx 0 and
that supp W lies between two consecutive zeros xt and x2 of iff dj0. Let if/x

denote a second, linearly independent solution, and let ifj0if/'x-iff'0ipx x-- The
equation (Ho+V + \W)xx=0 has a unique solution which agrees with i/.0 for
x —*¦ -oo. it can be obtained by iteration from

Xx «fo, + Aifcf «/W^-A-i-of ifJxWx,. (3.22)
•t_oo *t-co

Since the number of zeros of Xk equals the number of negative eigenvalues of
H0+ V + X.W [16], we may pick a point x0 to the far right (outside of supp VU
supp W) and calculate xl(x0). If this derivative is >0 (<0) and if/0(x0)<
0(ifjo(xo) > 0) we get absorption. Iterating (3.22) twice gives

^(x0) A2^1(xo)|0«/'ow|^1| ta/.2W-«h,J ^oWJ + OtA3) (3.23)

Since ifr-'x(x0) l/if/0(x0) (note that if/'0(x0) 0) the existence of absorption is
guaranteed if the integral in (3.23) is negative. Upon integrating by parts, this is
equivalent to demanding that

/=|° Wdj0djx[ ifr20W<0 (3.24)

if/x has a unique zero r between xx and x2, and
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Inserting this in (3.24) gives, after another integration by parts,

^=-^-[°«/'ô2({ tów)2<0, (3.25)

proving Theorem (3.2). ¦
Remarks. 1. If one only requires that J |V(x)| (l + |x|) dx<oo (and d^O) one

can still prove that (K,, — z)~x has a norm limit as a [ 0. One of the critical terms
in the derivation of this is QM0Q which is not well-defined anymore for a 0. To
get around this difficulty one can make a different decomposition of Ka following
an idea of Simon [4], essentially replacing V1'2 by Vxl2e'aM. Then QM0Q has to
be replaced by QM0Q where M0 è|V|1/2(|x| + |y|-|x-y|)V1/2. If one tries to
convert QM0Q to QM0Q one meets terms of the form |x| | V|1/2 (V112, ¦), which
cancel out but are not defined unless |x| |V|1/2eL2.

2. The small a expansion of (H0+ V + a2)"1 is relevant to other problems,
like e.g. finding the large t behavior of exp (iHt), following Jensen-Kato [20].

3. If V 0 in the last part of Theorem (3.2), then if,0 1, djx x, and (3.25) is
equivalent to the conditional positivity of the kernel -2|x-y|.

4. One could treat the case J Wif/2 dx 0 of Theorem (3.2) in a different way,
following [3] where the case V 0 has been considered. For this one would have
to work out the 0(1) term in (3.21). We do not claim that our assumption on the
location of supp W is necessary to have absorption at A 0.

5. The bound state of H0+ V+ AW to which Theorem (3.2) refers, may or
may not be the ground state. More precisely, if d < 0 then H0 + V necessarily has
at least one negative bound state [3] and so does H0+ V + \W for A small. In this
case we are dealing with absorption of an excited state. However, if d > 0, H0+ V
may be critical without having a negative bound state (p.x is positive) so that
Theorem (3.2) deals with the ground state of H0+ V + A.W. In this case 4 vanishes
nowhere and the restriction concerning supp W in the last statement of Theorem
(3.2) becomes redundant.

4. Periodic Hamiltonians under perturbation

Initially we had the intention to derive some results about the threshold
behavior at A 0 of H0+VP + \W, where Vp is a periodic potential and W a
suitable perturbation. But we were fortunate to find in due time two papers by V.
A. Zheludev [1, 2] on this subject, and we find his work in many ways a valuable
predecessor to the more recent literature on coupling constant thresholds. One of
this results is (H0 -d2/dx2).

Theorem (4.1). (V. A. Zheludev). Suppose that sgn W const, and
$\W\ (1 + x2) dx<oo (and Vp periodic and piecewise continuous), then in each gap
sufficiently far out we can find an eigenvalue of H0+Vp + W. If, in addition, W is
bounded, then there exists exactly one eigenvalue ofH0+ Vp+X.Win any given gap,
provided A is sufficiently small.
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Let us remark that on the basis of the recent work on the non-periodic case
[3, 4], we conjecture that one could relax the fall-off condition to J |W| (l + |x|) dx
and drop the assumption that W be bounded in the second part. Maybe we come
back to these questions elsewhere. The work of Zheludev caused us to think
about a related question, which we would like to present in this section. Consider
the operator

Ho + AVp+o-W (4.1)

and suppose that Vp is smooth and periodic, and We Co, W*sO, and A, <r^0.
For A fixed, Theorem (4.1) ensures the existence of an eigenvalue in any

given gap if tr is sufficiently small, depending on A. It says nothing about how
large a might be in order to be sure that at least one bound state is present. In
particular, as A | 0, one might like to know whether tr 0(A) is permissible. If yes,
we would know e.g. that H0 + A(VP + W) also has a bound state for A small. At
first blush one might think that 0(A) is the optimum one can possibly hope for,
because the width of a gap is also 0(A) (or o(A) in exceptional cases). That the
situation is actually much better is the content of our next theorem:

Theorem (4.2). Suppose that a(A) and b(k)(a<b) are the edges of a gap
oj H0+AVp. Suppose that b(k) — a(A) 0(A). Then we can find a point
E (A) e (a(A), b(k)) such that A"1 min {Ê(A) - a(A), b(A) - Ê(A)} -£ 0 as A | 0, and
a constant c > 0 (depending on W) such that

(a(A), Ê(A))e p(H0 + AVp +0-W)
but

(E(\),b(\))na(Ho + kVp+trW)^0
for all a^c/|ln A| and all sufficiently small A.

As AlO, the spectrum of H0 + AVP +trW penetrates into the gap only very
'reluctantly', i.e. it doesn't reach down to the left gap edge even if tr is large
compared to A, i.e. if a/A =0(1/A |ln A|).

The intuitive idea behind this result is that, as A JO, the behavior of the band
energies En(k) near the band edges, changes from parabolic to linear. In our first
attempt of proving Theorem (4.2) we got entangled in some unpleasant estimates
due to the two-fold degeneracy of the E„(k) at the band edge. In fact, we will
need to know the location of these eigenvalues as a function of k near \ and of A

with error estimates that are uniform in these two variables. We figured that if the
eigenvalue were simple this would be easier to get. So we invented a trick to
remove the degeneracy. We shall use k -space notation and refer to [5] for basic
results on periodic Hamiltonians. Suppose that Vp is 2iT-periodic. H0 + AVP has a

direct integral representation as

H(k;\)dk (4.2)
J(-yi

where H(k; A) acts on l2 according to
oo

(H(k;A)c)]=(fc + y)2cJ+ I Vnc,._„ (4.3)
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where {q) e l2, and V„ is given by

Vn=~ {" V(x)e~inxdx (4.4)
Irr JU

Let En(k; A) denote the n-th eigenvalue of H(k; A).
In the sequel we will concentrate without loss of generality on the first energy

gap. To this end, we suppose that V0#0, Vx= V_t¥= 0. Then the doubly degenerate

eigenvalue Ex(2; 0) E2(%; 0) splits (under the perturbation AVP) into two
eigenvalues E±(A) where E±(A) j+ AV0±A IVj + OtA2). This is an elementary
perturbational calculation. Now define

E(A) E_ta(A) + (A/2)|V1|.

Then Ê(A) satisfies the condition required in Theorem (4.2). (More generally,
E_(A) + a \Vx\ with any a,0<a<l could be chosen).

Proof of Theorem (4.2). By virtue of the Birman-Schwinger principle, if the
positive part of the spectrum of

tr |W|1/2(H0 +AVP -É)"11 W|1/2 (4.5)

is less than 1, then É is not eigenvalue of H0+i\Vp + tr'W for any tr'^tr. Suppose
that we can show that this positive part is bounded by c|lnA| (c>0). Then
Theorem (4.2) follows immediately. So, all our work goes into estimating this
positive spectral part.

Let P denote the projection onto the vector 8uoe l2, and let Q 1—P. Let

HIL(k)-=H(k;0)-pI> (4.6)

Then

norm-resolvent-lim HJk) H(k;0)-P Hx(k) (4.7)
V. 1 K2

and

norm-resolvent-lim H(k ; A) - p.P Hx(k) + AVp (4.8)
M- Tk2

Hx(k) has eigenvalues 0 and En(k; 0) where n >2, for the eigenvalue Ex(k; 0) has
been removed (meaning, has been replaced by 0). The spectrum of H1(fc) + AVp is
located near that of Hx(fc), in particular, the eigenvalue near E!(fc;0) (fc-1)2
is now approximately (fc-l)2 + AV0 + 0(A2). Note that the eigenvalue ^of Ha(£) is

now simple. From this we infer that as p. varies from 0 to fc2 no eigenvalue of
H^ (k)+AVp ever passes through the point Ê! Applying Lemma (2.6) with
A =H(k; A) and B =P, and E É, we obtain the estimate

(Ho + AVp-Ër^H^kHAVp-taË)-1 (4.9)

The next step is to estimate the norm of |W|1/2 (r.h.s. of (4.9)) |W|1/2. Clearly, the
point k =3 (and k -§) is critical. By symmetry we need only consider k =\. Let
a=\;—k. Then H1(fc) + AVp has eigenvalue

| + 0 + AV0 + 0(VST+P) (4.10)
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with eigenvector

S,- _! + 0(A) + 0(5) + 0(Vô2 + A2) (4.11)

Here we refer to Kato [6, Ch. II] for further details about the errors in (4.10)
(4.11). Clearly, we could write down the 0(A) term in (4.11) as ~AS(/c)Vpô,_1
where S(k) denotes the reduced resolvent of Hx(k) with respect to the eigenvalue
(fc-1)2. S(k) can be further expanded into powers of 8, etc. Note that in (4.10)
we have a 0(-5)-term, i.e the band energie of Hx(k) is linear near fc =\. Now pick
S0 > 0 such that for 8 < 80 and A sufficiently small

(4.10)-É(X,. (a +||v,|)(i+^>f (.+î|vj) <4.12)

8 + 2IV.I

Then, if A is sufficiently small, there exists a number y>0 such that for
fce[-|+Ô0,i-Ô0]

dist[Ê,a(H1(fc) + AVp)]^y
Thus the leading contribution to the norm of the Birman-Schwinger kernel comes
from the region -|«k^—|+S0 and \— S0«k=£§. In x-space, \_x *s

—exp (ix(k — 1)) so that

f1/2 dk
||IW|1/2 (Hx(k) + AVp -E)"11WHI^c ||W||J ^ (4.13)

where we used (4.12) and note that other bands do not give a contribution to the
leading order, which, as we now infer from (4.13), diverges logarithmically as
A I 0. So we are done. ¦

Remark. Clearly, by the same method we can treat any other band, for we
can always remove degenerate eigenvalues by subtracting a suitable projection.

5. On potentials like sin xfx

It is a known fact that the operator H0 + A/l + x2 has exactly one negative
eigenvalue if —j=eX<0, but an infinite number of eigenvalues if A <—\. It seems
to be less well known that e.g. the operator H0 + A sin x/x shows a simüar
behavior. We shall prove this in Theorem (5.1). And to the best of our knowledge
it is a novelty that proving this fact isn't that hard if one analyses a certain
Birman-Schwinger kernel. Our interest in this problem was aroused by a remark
of B. Simon. At the time when we had solved this problem in our way, we were
unaware of the recent literature on this subject. However, we subsequently
learned that D. Willet [9, 10] had solved this problem by proving some very
general criteria for oscillation or nonoscillation of ordinary differential equations.
But we were also surprised to see how big a machinery was needed to crack it (see
also the article by J. S. Wong [11]). Although we can extend our results to a
whole class of potentials, it seems unlikely that we could reach the same degree of
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generality as with the recent o.d.e. methods. Our method works well if we have
sufficient control of the Fourier transform of the potential, in particular, in the
case of sin x/x, we shall benefit from the nice and unique fact that the Fourier
transform of sin x/x is just a characteristic function. Since this potential will also
be the subject of an appendix to [12] we merely give the main steps of the analysis
and skip over some technical details.

We have

Theorem (5.1). Let H H0 + A(sinx/x) on L2(U). Then
if |A | > I/V2, H has an infinite number of negative eigenvalues

(ii) if |A|<1/V2, H has at most a finite number of negative eigenvalues.

Remark. A 1/V2 is included in (ii) by a result of Wong [11].

Sketch of proof. Instead of (2.2) we consider the momentum space version
(which is isospectral to (2.2)) of

KE=(H0-E)-1I2V(H0-Ey1'2, (5.1)

which has the kernel

KE(p,p')= l %£> *
(5.2)

(p2-E)112 JTtt (p'2-E)112

where now

V(p-p')=y]^Xr-x.xÌP-p') (5.3)

and xA denotes the characteristic function of the set A. KE leaves the odd and
even functions invariant, and bya simple argument [12] it suffices to consider only
odd functions. For the kernel Kg" we have

Kfd(p, p') KE(p, p') + KE(p, -p') (5.4)

and the underlying Hilbert space is now L2(0,oo). Let

M0(p, p') s-lim Kg>d(p, p') ~ (xr-x.xiP ~p') ~ Xt-x,xÌP + p')) (5.5)
E TO 2.PP

Then
0 if |p'-p|>l

M0(p,p')^ I 0 if P + P'<1

¦—: otherwise
llpp'

We are interested in finding the spectrum of M0, in particular the essential
spectrum. To find the latter we work 'modulo compacts', i.e. we write A B if
A=B+K with jK compact. Then

M0(p, p') j- Dx(p, p') + Y~, D2(p, p') (5.6)
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where Dlt resp. D2, denotes the characteristic function of the set {p, p' | 0«p *£

I, p' € (1 - p, 1 + p)}, resp. of its reflection about the line p p'. The compact part
which has been thrown out in (5.6) is Hilbert-Schmidt. The operator on the right
side of (5.6) is most conveniently viewed as a two-by-two matrix operator on
L2(0,2)©L2(2,2),

\A* 0/ (5.7)

where A (l/2p)D!(p, p') and A* (l/2p')D2(p,p') is its adjoint. Since the
operator (5.7) annihilates vectors whose second component is odd with respect to
the mid-point 1 of the interval (2,5), we can further restrict ourselves to even
functions in this component. Thus we may as well view the operator as acting on
L2(0, |)©L2(1,|). If we now translate the variables of the second component by
-1 we get an operator on L2(0,3)©L2(0,5), which we denote by Q, and we have

°-(,°. 0)

where B(p, p') lf-Jïp, 0<p'<p<§. A little computation shows that

*< c%)
where C BB* (B+B*)/n/2 has kernel

C(p,p') l
J- 0<p'<p<
2p

-^ |>p'>p>0 (5.10)
2p

and P l(l, •) is rank one. We denote by C the kernel (5.10) but without the
restriction that p, p'<2. Then C commutes with dilations, i.e. (Ws/)(p)=Vô/(ôp),
8>0 obeys [W8, C] 0 for all 5>0, and moreover

WsCWl'^C (5.11)

strongly as 8 | 0.
One can calculate the spectrum of C and one finds tr(C) [0,2] [12, 13].

Since ||C||ss||C||, tr(C) tr(W&CWl1), and we have (5.11), we conclude that
tr(C) tr(C) [0, 2]. Hence tress(Q2) tr(Q2) [0, 2] where the last equality
follows from the fact that adding —P does not create any discrete eigenvalue, for
Q23s0. Since Q and —Q are unitarily equivalent under the transformation

/0 1\
U I

_
I we obtain finally

«Tess(M0) oress(Q) [-y/2, V2] (5.12)

This, along with the Birman-Schwinger principle (see also the proof of Lemma
(2.3) (iv)) implies (i) of Theorem (5.1). Part (ii) doesn't quite follow yet, for in
(5.5) we have only strong convergence. But we have an additional argument [12]
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by which we can prove stability of the discrete eigenvalues of KE as E f 0. This
implies (ii). ¦
Appendix to Section 3: The case d 0

It is a nuisance that this case requires a separate analysis. All we want to do
here is to find the limiting operator of (K„ - z)~x and the operator that corresponds

to Q in the case d^=0. We start out from

Ka=La+Ma (A.l)
where now L2 0. Then

(La-zTx=-^-- (A.l)
z z

Let L 2aLa. Now we proceed as in Section 3 and convert (K^ - z)~x to the form
corresponding to the right side of (3.11). Obviously there wül be terms of the
form

LM0 |V|1/2(V1/2,M0-) (A.3)

which give rise to a projection

£ c~xLM0 (A.4)

where c (V1/2,M0 |V|1/2)>0. Let Q 1-.L. We obtain (Ma=Ma-M0)

^>-'H-M^r4(-f§-^)r
Now we use that LL L, LL 0, QL 0, and then let a go to zero. The result is

«jtaot-.r-fi-^n-^) (a.«;io \ z I \ z cl

Lù^y(o+k_9M^\ (A.7)
\ z / \ z e ZC I

norm-

where in the last step we used (l-QM0L/z) (l + QM0L/z). Now it is easy to
verify that any eigenvalue of the operator (A.7) is of the form (tr — z)~x where tr is
eigenvalue of QM0Q. The corresponding eigenfunction satisfies two conditions:
L/ 0, i.e. (Vll2,f) 0 and L/ 0, i.e. (V1/2,M0/) 0. Conversely, any nonzero
eigenvalue of QM0Q gives rise to a corresponding eigenvalue of (A.7). Q
replaces Q of Section 3. Note the bizarre fact that (A.7) is not of the form
taR(taRM0_R — z)~\R for any projection .R, as can be easily seen by looking at the
limit Izl—»oo.
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